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Abstract
The paper exploits the collective intelligence referred to as ant intelligence in World Wide
Web with the aim to improve the performance of online web servers by balancing the load.
The central concept of this idea is that a collection of agents can individually perform
relatively simple, self-centered actions, such as the selection or rejection of hyperlinks in a
web page for navigation, computing the load of server and aggregate these individual actions
into a common substrate. The common substrate can then be evaluated to find the best
available server to perform the task. This work aims to address the challenge of distributing
intelligence to World Wide Web by contributing a unique ant-based intelligent load balancing
framework which is able to integrate and synthesize knowledge on a scale far beyond the
capabilities of individual humans.
Keywords: Collective Intelligence, Ant-based Frameworks, Load Balancing, World Wide
Web (WWW).
1. Introduction
Today’s web is evolving beyond the traditional networks as the user is demanding more
and more intelligence in the web and that too distributed throughout the web. In fact, the
definition of web is now being challenged as intelligence and control distributed to entities
which can improve the performance of web and ultimately increases the user satisfaction.
Despite the fact that WWW’s has scaled exponentially w.r.t. number of human contributors,
information content and hyperlinked resources but web being intelligent is still an open
challenge. Though database techniques have played a vital role in updating the websites but
still it is a static hypertext repository whose dynamics such as linking of websites, are
determined by explicit, externally defined design efforts. Although it has been found that
link patterns gradually change over time [24], this is not necessarily a process of adaptation.
The core idea of this work is to delegate intelligence to clients and servers wherein the
dynamics of the web would now be controlled by intelligent entities known as ants. The antbased web can autonomously learn from experience, synthesize and represent their world
knowledge in an adaptive, distributed manner [25]. This work aims to address the question of
whether we can change the present modus operandi of the WWW to accommodate certain
characteristics associated with intelligent systems while maintaining its nature of a
distributed, hyperlinked knowledge network [17]. The work not only focuses on finding the
best available server for providing the most relevant information and minimal amount of time
but also it aims to balance the load of servers so as to improve the overall performance of the
web. The stated concerns have been achieved by implementing collective intelligence of antcolony.
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Collective intelligence has evolved from the simulations of biological systems such as
ants where individual ants explore pathways to food sources, and leave pheromone markers
to demarcate their paths. These paths can be traced back by other ants who prefer the
strongest pheromone paths (determined by recency and food location), but will randomly
deviate at certain positions, thereby further exploring the space of possible paths [23].
Similarly, ant intelligence has been applied to large groups of agents who can aggregate their
distributed actions to perform complex tasks. For instance, ant intelligence has been applied
to solve Traveling Salesman problem [22] which is a computationally demanding problem.
This work is motivated from the literature [22] indicating that such systems have performed
well in terms of computational efficiency.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 justifies the ground of proposing the
framework by highlighting the works of eminent researchers who made attempts for making
web more computationally effective. Section 3 presents the proposed framework and section
4 concludes by discussing the pros and cons of the proposed work.
2. Related Work
Currently, every user selects and rejects hyperlinks on the basis of individual knowledge on
the relationship between hypertext pages [14]. Several researchers have put in efforts
implementing algorithms which allow the WWW to integrate individual navigation patterns
to optimize its global hyperlink structure, thereby aggregating the knowledge implicitly
expressed by a population of its navigators. For instance, A class of such systems has been
implemented as described in [15], including applications to digital library systems [16]. They
have been shown to adequately map the collective knowledge of a community of users [14].
Systems which distribute documents and hyperlinks over networks of autonomous
information objects have been proposed by Bollen and Nelson [17]. AntNet [1] is an agent
based routing algorithm based on real ants' behavior and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is
an optimization method where a group of artificial ants moves around a graph, which
represents the instances of the problem. Each artificial ant builds a path from its source node
to its destination. While an ant builds a path, it gets quantitative information about the path
cost and qualitative information about the amount of traffic in the network thereby conveying
the necessary information about congestion at server.
Diosteanu and Cotfas [18] proposed an agent based knowledge management
application framework using a specific type of ontology that is able to facilitate semantic web
service search and automatic composition which can be extended to solve more complex
problems. Authors [19] in their works have utilized the Ant Miner algorithm in the field of
web content classification and shows that it is more effective than C5.0. Gibbins [20] have
focused their works on agent based semantic web services building ontological based web
services. Bak and his co-authors [2] proposed a family of routing schemes that distribute data
traffic over the whole network via bounded randomization successfully removing bottlenecks
and consequently improving network performance. The proposed scheme required a simple
extension to a shortest-path routing protocol.
Turning our attention to load balancing of web servers, Ali et. al [5] provided a metaheuristic
optimization tool and applied collective intelligence model to several applications such as
routing and load balancing. Tolksdrof [21] in his article have emphasized that “The principles
of locality and decentralization found in nature could be the key to managing Web data
traffic”.
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Studies reflect that that in order to balance the load on servers, the huge data is
partitioned on multiple servers [13]. Many shared nothing parallel database systems use range
partitioning to de-cluster a relation across the available disks for performance gain. Wellknown concern in range partitioning is skew, however, as the relation evolves over time, or as
workload changes, both data and execution skew pose a serious problem. In order to address
the mentioned shortcoming, usage of multiple web servers was proposed. Now the concern is
to select a server. The issued that are most predominantly raised are “Which path a request
should follow from client to server? Which Server is free? What is the performance of CPU
used by the particular server? What is the overall credibility of the Server machine? Should
the reply from the server to client follow the same path?” and many more unfolded
challenges are still exist.
An analytical investigation of the above literature reveals the fact that a lot of work
has been done by the researchers towards applying ants in managing web traffic and hence
improve the overall computational efficiency. However, it is clear at the time of listing; none
of the researchers have focused towards deploying ants both at client and server end.
Moreover, existing algorithms are able to perform passive load balancing while the unique
contribution of our wok is active and online load balancing. The dynamics of the proposed
framework is now not shaped by external design efforts but by the ability of ants to learn,
integrate, synthesize and extract knowledge and hence increasing the probability of task
being performed optimally.

3. The Proposed Work
The work primarily proposes to deploy two ants namely, client ant and server ant. The
client ant is responsible for searching the optimal network path for the query to be processed
whereas server ant is responsible for balancing the load on servers and also for finding the
best available server. The server ant is also required to collaborate and hence implement
collective intelligence, if the desired query cannot be completely fulfilled by itself. Every
time client sends a request a client ant would be activated at client side. Ants make use of
pheromone tables generated due to previous requests and thereby intelligently apply the
network rules and logical processing to search the destination server. The proposed
framework basically comprises of two data structures i.e. the pheromone table containing the
synthesized information from ants visiting to and from the server and the client and server
agent who are provided with server id and they extend the pheromone table by their
individual search and existing information in pheromone table. It shall be noted that in this
framework the pheromone table is to some extent shaped by the synthesized actions of client
and server ant thereby aggregating their actions, while in return shaping those actions by
constraining or controlling them. Collective intelligence thereby integrates the individual
intelligence of each participating agent into a collective representation.
Figure 1 presents the high level view of the proposed framework. Client Ant will be
activated immediately on any request generated by the client and the Server Ant will be
activated when the client ant approaches a particular server with the request. Initially, the
Client Ant will check the network path based on existing shortest path algorithm and later, if
the path is not congested then it will check the load on server, CPU performance of server
and overall credibility of server. If server is credible in all respects then it will stop at that
server otherwise it will search another server and the process will go on up to three times. If
all the time it has to face some problem then it will analyze all the three steps and choose the
best among the three attempts. The client ant then would reach at preferred server and would
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adopt the goal of server ant that is responsible for analyzing the current server is capable
enough to serve the request or collective efforts are required. In the later case, it would
contact the peer server ants for the goal adoption and collective intelligence may result into
success. The server ant would then migrate to the client exploring the pheromone table
generated so far due to accumulations done by older ants. However, it may be noted that the
server ant may choose to deviate from the path with maximum accumulations and may
choose a random path available. Further, in case, the related data is not available on the peer
server then it will send a denial message to the client and stop the process.
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Figure 1: The Proposed Framework

Flowchart and working algorithm for the same is given in figure 2(a) and 2(b).
Working Algorithm
The client ant is activiated on receiving a request from the client. This ant applies SPA and
evaluates the overall credibility of the server. In Step 2(i) the loop will move maximum three
times to apply SPA if the shortest path is congested. If the path is not congested then it will
move to Step 2(xiv) and check the overall credibility of the server and move upto Step 2(xix)
else set a constant z=5. Value 5 is any arbitrary number. This constant is used only to check
if the process moves up to Step 2 (xxi) or not. Maximum limit to apply SPA will indicate to
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Figure 2(a): Flowchart depicting the Proposed Framework

analyze all the three servers and to choose the best one in all respects. Once the server is
selected then Server Ant will activate and execute the application and reply to the client. If
the server is unable to provide all the related data then the Server Ant will search the peer
servers for the related data and go to Step 2(i). If the peer servers are also unable to provide
the relevant data then it will send a denial of service message to the client.

4. Conclusions
The work presented in this paper is an effort to introduce the concept of collective
intelligence for improving the performance of web servers. The core idea was motivated from
various agent oriented applications that have demonstrated that agents can not only perform
simple tasks but are also effective while solving complex and distributed tasks. It is evident
from the work presented in this paper that global intelligence on the web will crucially
depend on agent technologies as these are able to integrate and synthesize knowledge which
is highly useful for users. The presented framework allows us to incorporate techniques and
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methods of analysis common in the study of collective intelligence and apply it to the
quantitative study of such intelligence on the internet.
Step1. Client send a request and the CA (CLIENT ANT) Activated.
Step2. The ANT search the appropriate result
i.
Loop n=1 to n=3
ii.
Execute the SPA(Shortest Path algorithm)
iii.
If the Path is not congested
iv.
Then goto Step xiv
v.
break
vi.
Else if path is thickly or highly or moderately congested then repeat
step i
vii.
End if
viii. If n=3 then compare the congestion of three paths and select the
least congested path and goto xiv
ix.
Else if n=1 and z=5 then repeat step i
x.
Else if n=2 and z=5 then repeat step i
xi.
Else if n=3 and z=5 then goto step viii
xii.
End if
xiii. End loop
xiv. If the congestion on server and number of process on server is less
and percentage of CPU usage is less and performance of CPU is
better and overall credibility of CPU and Server is better then
xv.
If the current server can work alone
xvi. Then execute the program and send reply to the Client
xvii. Else if Check the related data on peer server and goto Step i
xviii. Else if related data is not available then send a denial of service
message to the client
xix. End if
xx.
Else
xxi. Set z=5 , Goto Step viii
Figure 2(b): The Working Algorithm
Figure 2(b): Algorithm for the Proposed Work
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